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Week 3 of the online programme focused on the decision by Britain to take part in the UNO 
coalition and what this revealed about Britain’s aims and positions and of course the relationship 
between Britain and the USA.  
 
One major theme emerging was the desire of Britain to be at the centre of things in the hope that 
the British could use that position to influence the USA and perhaps further its own interests in 
doing so. However, it is not the case that Britain followed the US lead blithely or blindly: 
  

 Britain initially wanted to keep on good terms with China and believed they could wean 
China away from Soviet influence. Atlee stated; ’handled properly 'might become an 
important counterpoise to Russia in Asia and the Far East' (from Dockrill article). Truman, 
on the other hand, under Republican pressure to prove himself after the ‘loss of China’ 
was determined to show his anti-Communist credentials and from the outset widened the 
conflict declaring that the ‘neutralization of the Straits of Formosa’ was in the best 
interests of the United States, sending the US navy into the Taiwan Strait to support 
Chiang Kai-Shek, effectively putting Taiwan under American protection. This brought the 
US into conflict with the UK as throughout the initial year of the war, Britain believed it 
could negotiate with China to help resolve the conflict in Korea quickly in return for 
allowing China into the UN and meeting Chinese interests in Taiwan. ‘Britain's continued 
pressure on the United States to adopt a less rigid attitude towards communist China 
angered Washington, and caused frequent friction between the two countries’ (Dockrill). 

 
There were also some interesting and potentially controversial views aired as well, particularly 
over the issue of British and US attitudes towards China: 
  

 It seems very nice to think that Britain was trying to be this adult, moderating influence 
over the more impulsive Americans – but it had that luxury in Korea as it had very little 
‘skin in the game’. What if China had tried to send troops into Hong Kong in violation of 
treaty? Would the British have been as keen to be a mediator in that context? Or would 
the British have wanted Hong Kong treated (and I borrow this analogy from Chi-Kwan 
Mark again) as a Far-Eastern Berlin, with the implications for wider conflict that would 
have involved?  

 
… but also over where this was a late example of an imperial adventure:  

 I have to be honest, I found reading the sources quite frustrating as they take a stance to 
historical investigation I have issues with. Each of these historians is clearly conveying 
their use of a considerable number of primary sources, which clearly is the case. But one 



cannot help but question ‘how’ the historians have used their sources and what they have 
focused on. All are suggesting Britain is motivated by National Interest, but is there 
meaningful engagement with what’s underpinning this; the desire to remain an Imperial 
power?… So why does Britain intervene in the Korean War? Well why would it not given 
how it sees it place in the world in 1950! Personally, I would be much more moved 
reading an article coming from that perspective and I don’t doubt the same sources as 
those utilised by the scholars here could be used to construct it. 

 
Finally, several Fellows have started thinking ahead to the final stage of this programme, in which 
they have to write a classroom resource: 
  

 Following on from the theme of a ‘forgotten war’, it seems that most schools (certainly 
previous Exam Specifications for Edexcel for example) put the Korean War in modules 
concerning US Policy in Asia and many students do not realise fully Britain’s involvement. 
The topic may give students opportunities to look at veterans in local areas and provoke 
considerations of why so few are aware of British soldiers’ experiences unlike WW1 and 
2, and also why so little seems to be happening in terms of commemorating 70 years 
since the outbreak of the war. It may be worth contacting museums e.g. Imperial War 
Museum of the North to see if they are considering doing anything. 
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